
 

 

 

 

              INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MADRAS

                  TCF Evaluation:JUL-NOV 2022

Employee ID :008606 Faculty Name : RUPESH NASRE

Course No :CS1111 Course Name : Problem Solving using Computers

Responses / Regn :75/92 Department :Computer Science and Engineering

Summary

Evaluation Mean Median Std Dev MAD Dept Mean Institute Mean

Course 0.88 0.96 0.14 0.04 0.80 0.79

Instructor 0.92 0.97 0.10 0.03 0.83 0.82

Question-Wise Response

Question No SA A N DA SDA NA Mean
Institute

Mean

NOTE:SA(STRONGLY AGREE)=10 A(AGREE)=8 N(NEUTRAL)=6 DA(DISAGREE)=4 SDA(STRONGLY DISAGREE)=2 NA(Not Applicable/Do not wish to

answer)=0

Question list

1.The course objectives were stated clearly and met largely

2.The concepts of the course were communicated well

3.The instructor was enthusiastic about the topics presented

4.The examples/case-studies/illustrations used in the class improved the learning experience

5.The quizzes and exams were graded in an impartial and timely manner

6.The instructor was punctual and followed the class schedule closely

7.The course was planned and structured well

8.The course motivated me to explore the subject area with interest

9.The involvement of TAs helped effectively in improving the learning experience

10.Tutorials and assignments were conducted effectively

11.Overall, the course provided a good value-addition to my knowledge/skill-set

NOTE:Qn 1 to 6 - Instructor evaluation : Qn 7 to 11 - Course evaluation

Student Remarks

It can be made more beginner friendly by addressing limited doubts and keeping the pace of the course even. \n

The labs should be on Mandyas, so that we get some time to practice what we have learnt.\nRest all good.

Best professor without a doubt.

More doubt slots for noobs.

Rupesh sir is by far the best teacher i have had.

Everything regarding the course material and its order is fine and our professor rupesh sir ???? I came here with 0 knowledge in
programming but the way he taught made me improve and created interest in the subject the way he teaches and the examples
ge gives for better understanding standing are outstanding but only drawback in the course is that there are many students who
have prior knowledge in the subject they will be asking random doubts and hifi stuff making other student feel insecure



 

 

Rupesh sir is just wonderful.nothing more to say about the professor.But about the course sometimes i felt bad due to lack of
time sir has to increase his teaching speed which sometimes made me out of sink with the class its better to allot another class
for CS per week ( present 3 my suggestion 4),so that sie will be able to cover everything that he want to cover.

No need to say sir has extraordinary level of knowledge and a person down to ground.Sir is open to all questions.I also thank
IITM for allocating CS1111. \nI use this platform for apologising sir for inconvenience created to him and I couldnt stand to his
expectations??.

Listening to CS class in the early mornings is a bit problem.

The course went slow in the beginning but during the last 3-4 weeks, we didnt get much time to prepare for the topics that were
being taught in the classes because of the speed of teaching.

Highly knowledgeable and student friendly faculty.\nOne of the gem that IIT MADRAS has earned is Rupesh Nasre sir.

very good

Hands down, the best instructor!!!

the course can be made a little more beginner friendly\n

I enjoyed the overall course but found difficulty at last because of the speed of course and hope so from next Sem labs aren’t just
1 day after teaching the topic and should be given some time to absorb content.

could be much helpful but took help of many random sources to understand the concept \nit would be better if there are more
number of classes per week as the speed of the class is really very high\nfelt like most of the things were not taught from the
basics\nand most of the times class go according to the doubts even if they are unnecessary right now

I liked this course very much. Rupesh sirs mode of teaching was excellent and easily graspable.

Excellently presented course by Prof.Rupesh Nasre, he is extremely calm and answers all questions in class and outside. The
labs provided a good value addition, some parts of the course were conducted too close to the lab, which made the lab difficult.

good

hope he would make us solve 2questions per week and submit them in Moodle or replit or through any other platform other than
labs.

No, I was very upset with the course.\nOnly 3 classes +1lab cant clarify all the concepts regarding the subject.And the time table
also not so good .

The labs were conducted on Thursdays, which included up to the portion taught on Wednesdays. This caused a lot of difficulty,
and there was no time to get the concepts cleared and solve enough problems before labs. Instead what is taught till the
previous week should be tested in labs.

Number of students who were not willing to participate in the evaluation for this course:1

Comments by students who didn't fill the TCF for this Course

already gave cs feedback


